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Annex II

Training: the foundations of the regional animation of the future
Over the last few years, a handful of spaces for training and development animation projects in 
different formats have flourished across the region, some related to creative development and others 
more focused on marketable skills and products. This tendency is also evident in the content industry 
for real images, reflecting a need among young talents to strengthen their own projects and notions 
of international market dynamics, as well as being critical to the development of networks. Likewise, 
given the lack of funding and networking platforms, several training initiatives are promoted by the 
production companies themselves, looking to advance their own projects. Currently, close to a dozen 
events spread across Ibero-America cement the foundations of future animation.

By Marta García

Laboratories: between industry and the academy 

Laboratories for project development are – aside from a few exceptions – the spaces that tend to offer the longest 
time commitments and greatest opportunities for personalized work. Having emerged over the last five years, they 
are intensive activities that bring together a reduced number of participants selected through competitive calls. 
With national and international experts on the teaching panels, labs demand time and dedication to strengthen 
participating projects. 

As a result of historical dependencies, several of these laboratories are financed by European countries – directly 
affecting the kinds of projects that are selected, strengthened, and ultimately carried out. Such is the case, for 
example, with Andean Call or Animation! – both events curated by the Annecy Festival – or Bridging the Gap, 
where the selection committee is made up exclusively of Spanish professionals.  

Also following the logic of North-South cooperation, many of these events have taken place in Andean countries. 
Among them, one of the pioneers is TIFA Andina, a project laboratory held in the Venezuelan city of Merida in 
2014 and in Cusco, Peru in 2017 with financing from Ibermedia. TIFA saw the development of projects like the 
Peruvian “Nuna: The Last Myth of the Wamani” by Jimy Carhaus, the Ecuadorian “El Capulí” by Carlos Sosa, or 
the Colombian “Islands” by David Castano Lujan. 

Organized by Lulomotion Animation, the event first arose out of the production company’s own needs. At the 
time, the company was producing a feature-length film and was unaware of what was happening in the region. 
The company was enormously surprised to receive nearly 100 project submissions. 

The two editions of the event were different in some ways. The first selected 77 projects between shorts, medium-
length proposals, feature-length films, and animated series in development – with a program of master classes, 
conferences, and laboratories offered by regional professionals. Instructors included Carolina Davila and Violeta 
Moreno from Venezuela, Enrique Cortes from Argentina, Paco Rodriguez from Spain, Joaquin Cuevas from 
Bolivia, and Omar Proenza from Cuba.
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The second edition focused specifically on projects aimed at children and youth audiences, revolving around 
Andean and Latin American cultural traditions and involving a smaller group of participants (12). The participants 
included Christopher Eduardo Rojas Frias from Bolivia, Daniel Jacome from Ecuador, Zaira Montes from 
Venezuela, Andres Rafael Castillo Garzon from Colombia, and the three Peruvian participants: Cesar Yupanqui, 
Fabiola Zurita, and Grace Cardenas. The second edition was organized in collaboration with The Animation 
Workshop and featured international experts like Aida del Solar from Peru.

While the link between the Danish 
school and the Andean region dates 
back to 2010 with the production of 
the prize-winning short “Abuela Grillo”, 
TIFA Andina was the precedent for the 
Andimation Workshop, a program 
to accelerate animated series projects 
from the Andean region organized 
by The Animation Workshop with 
support from UNESCO. The project 
selected 15 participants and was 
divided into three stages spanning the 
whole process of series development: 
concept incubation, pitching and idea 
selection, and, finally, production. 
The entire process was overseen by 
a panel of international professionals, 
including Leo Beltran from Chile and 
Daniel Jacome from Ecuador. Also 
noteworthy is the participation of Pato 
Escala and German Acuña from Chile 
as well as the Venezuelan producer 
Carolina del Valle as members of the 
jury – giving the workshop a strong 
Latin American imprint. The Andean 
series in development “Ugamú” 
emerged from Andimation, going on 
the be co-produced between Bolivia, 
Ecuador, and Colombia – and later 
presented at Andean Call where 
the series won a prize that allowed it 
to be featured at Animation du Monde 
Annecy 2018. At the French pitch, the 
series also won entry into the Ciclic 
Residency.

In addition to "Ugamú" the feature 
film "The Saints" also participated 
in Animation du Monde after being 
selected at Andean Call. The Andean 
project laboratory held its first edition 
in January 2018 in Quito. Organized 
by the French festival, the program 
was divided into two sections: Andean 
projects selected to go to Animation du 
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Monde – with guidance by Annecy – and local projects for the Campus, overseen by Paco Rodriguez from Spain. 
The activities consisted of individual assessments and pitching, bible and project workshops. Two projects won 
prizes: “Pop Corn” was selected for Pixelatl 2018 and “The Smoking Mirror” went on to the Quirino Awards and 
Annecy. According to Paul Vaca – the event’s director – the next edition of Andean Call is scheduled for 2020, 
with the intention of becoming biannual thereafter. 

On the other side of the Atlantic and since 2015, Bridging 
the Gap brings together projects in development from 
across the globe, with a focus on Latin America. Feature-
length projects such as “Homeless, the Movie” (Chile),  “The 
Other Shape” (Colombia); and the series “Los Artistonautas” 
(Uruguay), “Tally Molly” (Ecuador, Italy, Poland), “The Wacky 
Adventures of Chico & Darz” (Peru); o “What Would Jesus 
Do?” (Colombia).

The laboratory also accommodates short films, with the 
potential to become feature film or series, a format that 
requires more education spaces and support instances 
to reach completion. The lab have nurtured works like the 
documentary short “Jail” by Catalina Vasquez – premiered 
at DOKLeipzig 2018 – and “Simbiosis Carnal” by Rocio 
Alvarez, a short film that went on to participate in hundreds 
of festivals and win over 20 prizes.

Although in the event’s first years the panel of advisors for 
Bridging the Gap was made up exclusively of European 
professionals, the inclusion of Latin American participants 
in the latest editions is noteworthy. Such is the case of the 
Chilean screenwriter Carlos Bleycher, the Argentine director 
of Cartoon Network Latin America, Hernan LaGreca, or the 
Peruvian director residing in Spain, Jossie Malis.

Taking advantage of the presence of 
professionals from different territories, several of 
the events hold activities for the general public, 
such as film exhibitions and open discussions – 
which is critical to disseminating the potential of 
animation and continuing to build audiences for 
regional animation. 

In recent years, other initiatives have emerged, 
such as APA LAB, a laboratory organized 
by the Association of Animation Producers of 
Cordoba and held for the first time in December 
2018, and Anima Peru, which held its second 
edition in March, 2019. While the format 
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of Anima Peru is currently focused on panel discussions, the event seeks to position itself as an educational 
endeavor in Peru.

Likewise, some online platforms oriented toward production with student participants from across the region 
are also worth mentioning, including MrCohl and Media Training & Consulting – both directed by Spanish 
professionals.

Markets: sow to reap

A recurring theme is the inclusion of educational activities about the animated film market, a tendency that is directly 
related to the lack of experience among creative teams in the areas of project marketing and internationalization. 
Nonetheless – and despite how useful these activities can be when the number of participants is reduced and 
advice is highly personalized – these elements are not always appreciated. When opportunities for in-depth 
tutoring are limited, participants tend to favor opportunities to network with other colleagues and professionals in 
the sector – rather than strengthening project proposals, as the advice they receive is often superficial and limited 
to reactions to their pitch or project dossier.   

The current hub for Latin American animation, Mexico’s Pixelatl, organizes BootCamp since 2017, an 
educational initiative designed to bolster ideas selected for the Ideatoon Convention, a clearly market-oriented 
event. As Jose Iñesta, director of Pixelatl, explains, “The projects presented to buyers and channels were often 
good ideas, but needed more development. We realized that despite Latin America having a great deal of talent 
in visual and aesthetic areas, we needed to enhance the narrative side and the packaging of products so to 
increase the likelihood of a sale at the end of the road.”

Thus, over three months of remote work and three days on-site, projects receive advice and feedback from 
a diverse group of professionals to prepare them for the Ideatoon Convention. The result has been a number 
of successes, including several ideas developed with Cartoon Network, Discovery Kids, Amazon Studios, and 
Netflix. Six projects are currently in development, with studios such as Anima Studios, Atomic Cartoon, or 
Gaumont Animation who have acquired options in the projects. 

The key, as Iñesta argues, lies in that executives select projects based on their potential to be completed and 
sold on an international level. “Basically they’re interested in the originality of the idea, that the project have an 
audience in the animation market, the viability of the project’s completion (financially and in relation to human 
and technological resources), that the project be visually attractive and different, and that it be relevant for the 
new society in which we’re living”.
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At the continent’s southern tip, in Buenos Aires, 
another critical date for regional animation has 
been celebrated for several years. Ventana Sur, a 
market organized by the INCAA in conjunction with 
the Marché du Film of the Cannes Film Festival, 
has hosted Animation! for the past three years  
– a market space for regional animation curated 
together with the Annecy Festival. The program 
includes pitching sessions for selected series and 
feature-length projects, where participants practice 
their pitches with guidance from Heather Kenyon – a 
producer from the United States known for her work 
at Starz, Hanna Barbera, and Cartoon Network, 
currently working as an independent producer for 
PBS, Discovery Kids, and Nick, among others. 
Heather has been coaching projects at Animation! 
since the event’s beginnings in 2016. Silvina 
Cornillon and Alejandra Grimaldi from Animation! 
explain, “In this stage – where having all of the 
finalists participate together promotes a sense of 
camaraderie – each project receives feedback from 
coaches and jury members on their presentation, 
providing advice to improve their pitch before the 
competitive stage”.

Later, project representatives are interviewed individually by each specialist or jury member, providing highly 
personalized feedback on the pitch and project. In 2018, the panel of experts was made up of Geraldine Bache  
– Project Director at MIFA Annecy – and Justine Bannister (Just B) from France, the consultant Rita Street 
(Panita Productions) and the director Henry F. Anderson III from the United States, and the British producer and 
distributor Karen Vermeulen (Cloudco Entertainment).

Simultaneously, the event holds its Animation Training Sessions for all participants in the market – including 
discussions on specific topics lead by Ventana Sur’s international attendees “aiming to propel the region’s 
professionals and help them develop their potential”.

Animation! 
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In Brazil, the Rio Content Market also provides diverse educational instances for participating projects. 
Known as the region’s main market for content, the event offers a mixed format with pitching workshops for 
projects selected across different categories – including “Kids”. The content market is oriented toward Brazilian 
production and only recently included animation in its last two editions, with the participation of specific players 
like Anima, Discovery Kids, Cake, CBBS, Nick Jr, Gloobinho, Chatrone, Walt Disney, and Nat Geo Kids, among 
others. 

Crossing the Atlantic again, 3D Wire, International Market for 
Animation, Video Games, and New Media, also offers training 
sessions for participating projects. Geared toward Spain and 
Portugal, the event has been held in Segovia for the past decade 
– offering advisory sessions for animation and video game 
projects. More than one hundred projects participated in the last 
edition, spanning projects in feature-length, short, series, video 
game, app, and virtual reality categories in different stages of 
development. The panel of experts included names such as 
Nicolas Schmerkin and Mariano Melman-Carrara (both from 
Argentina although the former resides in France), Edwina Liard 
from France, and Risa Cohen from the United States. Among 
the projects that have participated in the consulting meetings we 
can stand out the short film "Contact" by Alessandro Novelli, the 
video games "Microbian" by Alberto Vázquez & Víctor García 
and "Mutropolis" by Beatriz Gascón & Juan Pablo Gonzalez, the 
series "As 7 caixas" by Nuno Amorim and the transmedia project 
"Chica y Lobo" by Roc Espinet.

In the future, all eyes will be on the newly-minted animation section of the BAM (Bogota Audiovisual Market), 
Colombia’s main audiovisual market and one of the continent’s most dynamic. A new wave of festivals is promoting 
animation across the continent, offering different training activities like panel discussions, workshops, seminars, 
etc. Such is the case with Chilemonos, a contest with a distinctly Latin American vision now celebrating its 
eighth edition in 2019. Both through MAI!, its industry platform now celebrating its sixth edition, and the general 
competition program, the event aims to strengthen regional projects. Similarly, AnimaMundi – the region’s 
oldest animation festival now in its 27th edition – has been holding events with a similar dynamic for Brazilian 
projects for the last nine years.
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Other possible roads

Intuitively, collaboration between different initiatives would seem beneficial if the focus remains on the projects. 
One of the most common alliances involves the selection of projects to directly participate in associated spaces, 
although participants don’t always take advantage of these opportunities. Far from increasing competitiveness, it 
would seem logical in this sea of events to promote a factory of project support that would bring together several 
projects with the same editorial focus.

Such was the case in 2014 with Animaentary Lab, a 
laboratory for animated documentary shorts supported 
by the Mexican animation festival Animasivo along with 
CutOutFest and the documentary competitions DocsDF 
(now DocsMX) and Ambulante. Seven short documentary 
projects still in the idea stage were selected to participate 
in different advisory workshops in each of the participating 
festivals. This initiative was based on the understanding 
that animation is not only intended for young and family 
audiences, but is “an ideal language to reflect on certain 
political and cultural themes”, explains Rodrigo Gonzalez, 
director of Animasivo and one of Animaentary’s proponents. 

The laboratory was scheduled to return in 2015 with the 
above-mentioned projects in production, but had to be 
cancelled for lack of funding. Nevertheless, two of the 
projects were produced: “Ollin85” by Carlos Gamboa 
and “V. The Artifice” by Andrea Robles, both screened in 
2018 at Animasivo, a festival which continues to focus on 
documentary animation.

For the past two years, Tenerife’s documentary film festival – MiradasDoc – has organized a laboratory for 
animated documentary projects in collaboration with other spaces. The first edition was organized by Bridging 
the Gap and hosted three Latin American projects: “The First Women” by Bambu Orellana (Typpo, Chile), “The 
Tormentors” by Felipe Rugees (Saki Cine, Colombia) and “Flesh” by Camila Kater (Doctela, Brazil). For its 
second edition, to be held this coming June, the competition cemented an alliance with AniDOX, a laboratory 
connected to The Animation Workshop.

Several laboratories and markets traditionally oriented toward real image are beginning to incorporate animation 
in their competitions. Such is the case with BRLab, an annual project laboratory held in Sao Paulo; BioBioCine, a 
project development space in Chile; and Guadalajara Talents, an educational activity held annually in collaboration 
with Berlinale Talents at the Guadalajara Film Festival. 

These spaces seek to reduce the distance between animation and real image. Thus, they increase the support 
options for animation projects – albeit sometimes with mixed results. Due to the wide differences between 
production and development processes for each technique, difficulties can arise when searching for general 
professionals or subject-matter experts to advise diverse participants. Nevertheless, the possible connection 
between two apparently distant fields – as well as real image’s pioneering trajectory in the areas of screenwriting, 
narrative, and project internationalization – can provide key elements to promote the future of regional animation.

Animaentary 
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TIFA Andina
Promotion of animation and children 
projects in the Andean region  
Merida, Venezuela (2014) and Cusco, Peru (2017) 
http://tifandina.com/

Andimation Workshop
Andean Project Accelerator 
Viborg, Denmark and La Paz, Bolivia (2016 and 2017) 
http://andimation.dk/ 

Andean Call
Pitch and presentation workshop  
for feature-length and series projects in  
development from the Andean region 
Quito, Ecuador (2018) 
https://www.facebook.com/AndeanCall2018/ 

Bridging the Gap
International animation lab for young 
professionals with feature film and  
series projects in development 
Valencia (2015 and 2016) and Tenerife (2017-2019), 
Spain. 2019 will be its fifth edition 
http://bthegap.com/es/inicio/ 

APA LAB
Laboratory for short and series  
projects from Argentina 
Cordoba, Argentina. 2019 will be its second edition 
https://apa-cba.com.ar/apa-lab/ 

Anima Peru
Professional and training  
convention for Peruvian projects 
Lima, Peru. 2019 will be its second edition  
http://animaperu.com 

Ideatoon BootCamp Pixelatl
Development workshop for Latin American 
series and feature film projects 
Cuernavaca, Mexico. 2019 will be  
its seventh edition (Ideatoon) 
www.pixelatl.com

Animation!
Pitch and presentation workshop for Latin 
American feature film and series projects 
Buenos Aires, Argentina. 2019 will be its fourth edition 
https://ventana-sur.com/animation-es/ 

Rio Content Market
Pitch workshop for Brazilian  
feature film and series projects 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 2019 will be  
its second edition (Kids section) 
http://riocontentmarket.com/

3D Wire
Creative and business consulting meetings 
for Spanish and Portuguese projects  
Segovia, Spain. 2019 will be its eleventh edition  
https://3dwire.es/ 

MAI! Chilemonos
Training for Latin American projects 
Santiago, Chile. 2019 will be its sixth edition (MAI!) 
https://chilemonos.com/ 

AnimaForum Animamundi
Training for Brazilian projects 
Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 2019 will be its 
14th edition (AnimaForum) 
http://www.animamundi.com.br/pt/anima-forum/ 
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Animaentary Lab Animasivo
Project workshop  
for animated documentaries 
Mexico City and Santiago de Queretaro, Mexico (2014) 
https://www.animasivo.net/2014 

Documentary Animation  
Laboratory, MiradasDoc
Workshop for international  
animated documentary projects 
Guia de Isora, Spain. 2019 will be its second edition 
(documentary animation laboratory) 
http://miradasdoc.com/mdoc2019/market/
ii-laboratorio-de-proyectos-documentales-de-
animacion/ 

BRLab
Workshop for Ibero-American  
feature film projects in development 
Sao Paulo, Brazil. 2019 will be its  
second edition open to animation  
brlab.com.br/es/

#Animación Emergente BioBioCine
Workshop for Latin-American  
feature-length projects in development 
Concepcion, Chile. 2019 will be its second  
edition (#Animación Emergente) 
http://biobiocine.com/encuentros/industria/ 
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